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1 Introduction

The current and upcoming runs of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are stress-testing the
Standard Model (SM) of particle physics at an unprecedented level. In this respect one of
the main objectives of Run 3 and the high-luminosity phase of the LHC (HL-LHC) will be
a further detailed investigation of the Higgs sector. The abundant future data samples will
allow the range of Higgs analyses to be extended to multi-dimensional measurements and
high-energy tails of kinematic distributions. A key observable in this regard is the transverse
momentum distribution of the Higgs boson, pT,H, which serves as a unique probe of physics
Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) [1–10]. Given the expected experimental data sets, this
distribution will be measured both inclusively and in association with jets up to several
hundreds of GeV in the Higgs transverse momentum [11, 12]. Already now experimental
measurements by ATLAS and CMS yield sensitivity up to few hundred GeV [13, 14].

Both in the inclusive case and for the production in association with jets, the dominant
Higgs production mode in the SM originates via a top-quark loop in gluon-gluon fusion,
however, at large transverse momentum eventually also vector-boson fusion (VBF), Hig-
gsstrahlung (VH) and top-pair associated Higgs production contribute significantly [15]. For
the production in association with jets, additional constraints on jet invariant masses and/or
rapidities allow the relative fraction of the VBF events to be enhanced [16, 17]. Precise VBF
measurements will allow us to constrain on the one hand the electroweak (EW) couplings of
the Higgs, and on the other hand when restricting to large Higgs transverse momentum they
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will allow for complementary constraints on models of new physics [18–23]. In this regard,
one of the dominant uncertainties in VBF measurements originates from the background
modelling of the gluon-induced Higgs production mode.

The loop-induced nature of the gluon-gluon fusion Higgs production process makes
higher-order corrections notoriously difficult to calculate. In QCD fixed-order perturbation
theory including mass effects, inclusive Higgs production at next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) was calculated only very recently [24], Higgs plus jet production is known at
next-to-leading order (NLO) [25–28], while Higgs plus dijet production (and beyond) is only
known at leading order (LO) [29–33] with parton shower effects to estimate higher order
corrections [34]. In the NLO computations of Higgs plus jet production the crucial two-loop
virtual contributions have been obtained numerically [35, 36] in refs. [25, 28] respectively
via a suitable high-energy expansion [37] in refs. [26, 27].

Formally, below the top-quark threshold, higher precision can be achieved via the heavy
top loop (HTL) approximation, effectively integrating out the top-quark loop [38]. In the
HTL approximation, inclusive Higgs production is known at N3LO [39–44], Higgs plus jet
production at NNLO [45–49], and Higgs plus dijet production at NLO [50, 51] (for Higgs
plus trijet production see [52]). For inclusive Higgs production and for pT,H < mt (where
mt is the top-quark mass) predictions in the full SM and in the HTL agree at the percent
level. For pT,H � mt eventually fixed-order perturbation theory becomes unreliable and a
matching to higher logarithmic accuracy becomes mandatory [53–59], and also bottom-quark
effects have to be considered [60–66].

At the other end of the spectrum, for pT,H > mt, the accuracy of the HTL quickly
deteriorates due to a different high-energy scaling compared to the full theory [67]. For
pT,H = 500(1000) GeV the two differ by a factor of about 4(10). In this high-energy
regime in order to improve with respect to the HTL additional O(1/mt) corrections have
been investigated [31, 68, 69]. Overall, the above cited explicit fixed-order computations
have shown that higher-order corrections computed in the HTL rescaled with lower-order
predictions with explicit mass dependence yield remarkably good approximations of the full
result despite the fact that the HTL is not valid in this energy regime. Therefore, it appears
to be justified to tentatively apply this very same procedure also at the highest perturbative
orders, where validation of the approximation is not yet possible. An example of such an
approximation at the currently highest available perturbative order is presented in ref. [15]
for Higgs plus jet production where NNLO corrections in the HTL are combined with NLO
corrections in the full SM. However, defining a reliable uncertainty on such approximations
remains crucial. Such approximations of reweighting higher-order computations in the HTL
with exact lower order results are also at the basis of all currently available NLO Monte Carlo
predictions matched to parton showers for Higgs plus (multi-)jet production [34, 70–73].

In this paper we present fixed-order NLO QCD computations for pp → H + j and
also pp → H + jj including top-quark mass effects. The computation for pp → H + j

continues the study of ref. [25], i.e. two-loop virtual corrections in the full SM are evaluated
numerically via SecDec-3 [35, 36]. Here we present additional kinematic observables
besides the pT,H distribution already shown in ref. [25] and compare the relative higher-order
corrections in the full SM against the HTL, and also an alternative approximation known as
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FTapprox, which has been introduced in ref. [74] in the context of calculations for multi-Higgs
production. In the FTapprox all ingredients of the NLO computation are computed exactly,
except for the two-loop virtual contributions, which are approximated in the HTL and
reweighted with LO mass dependence. In the case of pp→ H + jj production we compare
results in the HTL and in the FTapprox, as the exact five-point two-loop virtual amplitudes
remain beyond current technology. The main aim of this study is three-fold: firstly, we
would like to offer complementary kinematic information for the pp→ H + j process, while
also offering a (partial) validation of the results already presented in ref. [25]. In this respect,
the present study uncovered an issue affecting the real corrections included in ref. [25], which
has subsequently been rectified. Secondly, we would like to investigate the pp → H + jj

process in a kinematic regime relevant for VBF analyses. The comparison of NLO/LO ratios
(usually known as K-factors) among HTL, FTapprox and the full SM will help to put results
obtained in a reweighted HTL on a more solid footing. Thirdly, results presented in this
study can be seen as an intermediate step towards an NNLO computation of pp→ H + j

including exact mass effects wherever possible.
Technically, the computations of the NLO corrections to pp→ H + j and pp→ H + jj

production are performed within the NNLOJET fixed-order Monte Carlo framework,
which employs antenna subtraction for the handling of infrared (IR) singularities [75–83].
All loop-squared amplitudes are evaluated via a new interface between NNLOJET and
OpenLoops2 [84–86] based on the latest (soon to be released) version OpenLoops2.2
which in turn implements a new reduction method called Otter [87], which ensures excellent
numerical stability in particular of the loop-induced real radiation amplitudes deep into the
unresolved regime. We will investigate and discuss this numerical stability issue explicitly.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the computational
setup and employed tools. Numerical results for H+jet and H+2 jets production will be
presented in section 3. We will conclude in section 4.

2 Analysis framework and tools

In this paper, we present predictions for the production of a boosted Higgs boson in the gluon-
fusion channel. We consider Higgs bosons produced in association with one (pp→ H + j)
or two (pp → H + jj) jets with NLO QCD corrections and include the effects of a finite
top-quark mass either fully or via a suitable approximation. For pp→ H + j we compute
the transverse momentum distribution of the Higgs boson including a finite top-quark mass,
which has appeared previously in the literature [25–28], as well as the Higgs boson plus
jet invariant mass distribution. For pp→ H + jj, the virtual corrections involve two-loop
amplitudes for 2→ 3 scattering. The mathematical complexity of the virtual corrections
makes their computation currently intractable using either numerical or analytical methods.
We therefore adopt an approximation scheme to the full theory (FTapprox) [74, 88] for the
NLO QCD corrections to Higgs boson plus two jet production. Specifically, we include
the exact top-quark mass dependence (SM) in the real corrections and infrared singular
subtraction terms while using the virtual corrections in the heavy top-quark limit (HTL)
re-weighted by the full Born level contribution on an event-by-event basis. In fact, although
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the full matrix elements relevant to the virtual contributions of H + 2 jets production are
currently not available, nevertheless, their explicit infrared divergence at NLO can be
predicted by the Catani dipole structure [89]:

Pole{|M2
4(mt, µ

2
R; {p})|2} =

∑
I (1)(ε, µ2

R; {p})|M1
4(mt; {p})|2, (2.1)

where mt is the top-quark mass, µ2
R is the renormalisation scale, {p} is the momentum set

regarding all external particles, |Mm
n |2 is the matrix element with n legs and m loops and

I (1)(ε, µ2
R; {p}) is the dipole operator containing all explicit IR divergences in d space-time

dimensions. The explicit expressions for dipole operators at squared matrix element level can
be found in [75]. We estimate the finite contribution of |M2

4(mt, µ
2
R; {p})|2 by re-weighting

the corresponding matrix element in the HTL approximation (mt →∞) using:

|M2
4(mt, µ

2
R; {p})|2 → |M1

4(∞, µ2
R; {p})|2 |M

1
4(mt; {p})|2

|M0
4(∞; {p})|2

. (2.2)

Consequently, eq. (2.2) also recovers the explicit pole structure in eq. (2.1).
The FTapprox prediction has proved to be remarkably reliable for Higgs plus one jet [49]

production and, to a lesser extent, di-Higgs [90] production (however in the latter case, it
is much less reliable for differential distributions) at the LHC. Comparing the FTapprox

and SM results for Higgs plus one jet production, the updated version of the study in [25]
reports better than 1% agreement for the fiducial cross section and in general 5% agreement
for the Higgs transverse momentum distribution up to 1TeV when including NLO QCD
corrections. Here we confirm this excellent agreement. In fact, the FTapprox prediction is
identical to the full top-quark mass dependent one at NLO except for the difference in the
finite contribution of the virtual matrix elements described in eq. (2.2). In order to quantify
this difference, we examine, on an event-by-event basis, the ratio of the difference between
the virtual contributions to the full born contribution,

DV
B(mt, µ

2
R; {p}) =

|M2
4(mt, µ

2
R; {p})|2

|M1
4(mt; {p})|2

−
|M1

4(∞, µ2
R; {p})|2

|M0
4(∞; {p})|2

. (2.3)

Note that the ratio of the approximated and full finite virtual contributions would be an
IR-subtraction scheme dependent quantity, whilst the difference is independent of the scheme
choice. For the phase-space region and the scale choices we consider (in section 3.1), we
find the size of DV

B in the dominant gluon-gluon contribution is at the 1–2% level for the
majority of the phase-space points, increasing to ∼10% only for points with large mHj and
intermediate pHT . For the quark-gluon channels we observe that DV

B is at the 2% level at
low pT,H, increasing to up to 14% above the top-quark threshold. For the quark-quark
channel, the full center-of-mass energy flows into the gluon-gluon-Higgs vertex (i.e. this is
an s-channel production process), consequently this channel has a pronounced behaviour
close to and above the top threshold which is not captured by the approximation, leading to
large differences between the HTL and full theory, with DV

B increasing up to 100%. With
additional jets in the final state, the agreement in the quark-quark channel is expected
to improve due to additional contributions from the t− and u-channels. Weighting each
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channel by its corresponding PDF luminosity the net effect results in DV
B being less than 5%

for the majority of the events, reaching up to ∼10% in suppressed phase-space regions. This
is consistent with the NLO/LO K-factors shown in section 3.3. We therefore consider the
FTapprox scheme reliable with respect to the precision at NLO QCD and implement the first
application of this approximation to Higgs boson plus two jet production at NLO in QCD.

In the following sections we document the detailed implementation of our calculations.
The NNLOJET program is used as a parton level event generator and all Born and real
radiation one-loop contributions are computed using OpenLoops2.2. The two-loop matrix
elements involving a finite top-quark mass for pp → H + j are computed exactly using
SecDec-3.

2.1 Parton level event generator: NNLOJET

NNLOJET is a parton-level event generator equipped with flexible histogram analysis tools
and scattering matrix elements evaluated in both the HTL approximation and in the full
SM. It implements the antenna subtraction method to cancel infrared singularities from
higher order QCD corrections [75–83] while retaining the fully differential information of
final state particles.

In this study, we combine NNLOJET with loop induced matrix elements provided
by OpenLoops2 and SecDec-3 to study finite top-quark mass corrections for H+jet
and H + 2 jets production with NLO QCD corrections. The HTL and SM have the same
infrared singular behaviour for both real emissions and virtual corrections, the antenna
subtraction method can therefore be readily applied to regulate infrared singularities at
NLO for loop-induced processes. Schematically, the fully differential NLO contribution takes
the form:

dσNLO
H+njet =

∫
dΦH

n+1

[
|M1

n+3(mt; {p})|2 −
∑
{p}

X0
3 |M1

n+2(mt; {p̃})|2
]

+

∫
dΦH

n

[
|M2

n+2(mt, µ
2
R; {p})|2 +

∑
{p}

X 0
3 |M1

n+2(mt; {p})|2
]
, (2.4)

where ΦH
n is the final state phase space of one Higgs plus n partons, X0

3 represents the tree-
level three-parton antenna functions, X 0

3 represents the corresponding integrated antenna
functions in d-dimensions and {p̃} is the momentum set after antenna mapping with one less
parton compared to the {p}momentum set. We useX0

3 and the corresponding reduced matrix
elements (|M1

n+2|2) to capture the infrared singular behaviour of real radiations in |M1
n+3|2,

leading to a infrared finite contribution of the first bracket in eq. (2.4). By adding back the
integrated antenna functions X 0

3 in the second bracket of eq. (2.4), we render the integrand
over the ΦH

n phase space IR finite. The explicit IR divergences (which appear as poles in
the regulator ε) cancel analytically with the explicit IR poles from the virtual contribution
(|M2

n+2|2). In FTapprox, one replaces the virtual contribution in the second bracket of
eq. (2.4) according to eq. (2.2) and the explicit pole cancellation is automatically retained.
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2.2 One-loop contributions: OpenLoops2.2

All one-loop amplitudes contributing at the Born and real radiation level are provided by
the OpenLoops2.2 package, an upcoming improved version of the OpenLoops2 program
which implements a new reduction method called Otter [87]. Compared to the original
algorithm [84], OpenLoops2 includes significant improvements in numerical stability and
performance for the computation of tree-loop interference amplitudes. These improvements
were achieved by a combination of the so-called on-the-fly reduction algorithm [85] and an
automated stability system. However, the current implementation, which was designed for
tree-loop interferences, cannot be directly applied to loop-induced amplitudes, such as those
required for the present computation. In OpenLoops2.2 a new tensor integral reduction
method has been developed, based on the on-the-fly reduction algorithm [85], that can also
be used for loop-squared amplitudes. It profits from recent improvements in performance and
methods developed for handling numerical instabilities. More specifically, numerical instabili-
ties are avoided by using certain freedoms in the selection of the reduction identities, and ana-
lytical any-order expansions of three-point tensor integrals in the limit of small Gram determi-
nant [86]. Furthermore, within OpenLoops2.2 residual instabilities are captured by a rescal-
ing test and tensor integrals are recomputed in quadruple precision in case the given accuracy
is not reached. This upgrade to quadruple precision is efficient, and also important for com-
putations in deep infrared regions. OpenLoops2.2 depends on Collier [91] only for double
precision scalar integrals and on OneLOop [92] for quadruple precision scalar integrals.

Numerical stability. The numerical stability of OpenLoops2.2 is crucial for the calcula-
tions of H+jet and H + 2 jets productions presented in this paper, especially to contributions
from infrared kinematical regions, which are numerically challenging. In figure 1 we illustrate
as a benchmark the stability of the critical gg→ Hgg and gg→ Hggg amplitudes subject
to single soft or collinear radiation. The degree of softness and collinearity are defined as

ξsoft = Esoft/
√
s, ξcoll = θ2

ij , (2.5)

where Esoft is the energy of the soft particle, and θij denotes the angle of the collinear
branching. The numerical stability is defined as

A = log10

(
W −W(0)

W(0)

)
, (2.6)

where W denotes the one-loop-squared matrix element, W(0) is the benchmark result, and
A corresponds to the number of stable digits up to a minus sign. As can be seen from these
plots, the numerical accuracy remains very high all the way down to the deep infrared regime.

Numerical performance. In table 1 we present results for the average evaluation time of
samples of random phase-space points using various different modes/versions of OpenLoops.
In particular, here certain parts of the amplitude are evaluated in double or in quadruple pre-
cision, or a realistic error estimate of the amplitudes is performed. In summary, performance
is greatly improved in OpenLoops2.2 which in particular makes a tensor integral based
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Figure 1. Stability plots in IR regions for one-loop-squared matrix elements in gg→ Hgg and
gg→ Hggg versus the degree of collinear ξcoll or soft ξsoft singularity obtained with OpenLoops2.2.
For each value of ξsoft/coll, the numerical accuracy is calculated with a sample of 103 randomly
distributed infrared events. Unstable points are detected by a rescaling test and rescued if the
relative accuracy of 10−6 is not reached. The rescue step reevaluates the tensor integrals to quad
precision. The accuracy of the so-obtained value is determined by comparing it to a quadruple
precision benchmark whose accuracy is also assessed by a rescaling test. The plotted central points
and variation bands correspond, respectively, to the average and 100% confidence interval of A.

rescaling test cheap. Moreover, since OpenLoops2.2 operates also in quadruple precision
with very high numerical efficiency, numerically unstable points can be rescued in a reliable
way, which has largely been prohibitive for loop-squared amplitudes in OpenLoops2. In
fact, OpenLoops2.2 allows for rescue of unstable points in a new hybrid mode, where only
the tensor integrals are evaluated in higher numerical precision resulting in a 8-fold and
3-fold increase in runtime compared to pure double precision for gg → Hgg and gg → Hggg

respectively, compared to a roughly 80-fold increase in runtime for full quadruple precision.
In practice, and as used for the present computation of this paper in OpenLoops2.2 a
combination of pure double precision with this new hybrid mode is used. Based on a pure
double precision evaluation the stability for every phase-space point is estimated based on a
rescaling test of only the tensor integrals. Then, only for critical points the tensor integrals
are reevaluated in quadruple precision based on the hybrid mode.

2.3 Two-loop contributions: SecDec-3

For pp → H + j production, we evaluate the two-loop virtual contributions with exact
top-quark mass dependence as presented in refs. [25, 28]. Briefly, the two-loop amplitudes,
which depend on four mass scales (the Mandelstam invariants s and t as well as the two
masses mt and mh), are expressed in terms of a basis of master integrals using the program
Reduze2 [93]. In order to obtain the integral reduction in a reasonable time and to reduce
the size of the resulting amplitude, the ratio of the Higgs boson mass to the top-quark mass
is fixed according to m2

H/m
2
t = 12/23. The master integrals are then sector decomposed

using the program SecDec-3 [35, 36] and numerically integrated on Graphics Processing
Unit (GPUs) using the Quasi-Monte Carlo method [94, 95]. To improve the stability of
the amplitude we select a quasi-finite basis of master integrals as outlined in ref. [28], this
differs from the basis originally used in ref. [25]. We observe that the new choice of master
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Mode gg → Hgg (time/psp) gg → Hggg (time/psp)

OL2.1+Collier DP 13ms 0.56s

OL2.1+Collier DP + error estimation 19ms 0.89s

OL2.1+CutTools QP 43000ms 2300s

OL2.2+Otter DP 8.9ms 0.29s

OL2.2+Otter DP + error estimation 11ms 0.32s

OL2.2+Otter DP+QP tensor integrals 68ms 0.87s

OL2.2+Otter QP 740ms 23s

Table 1. Runtimes for loop-squared amplitudes for gg → Hgg and gg → Hggg in OpenLoops.
All numbers have been produced on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60GHz. The first
three rows correspond to the modes so far available in OpenLoops2 [86]. These employ double
precision evaluation with Collier (first and second row), where in the second row tensor integrals
are computed twice using the COLI and DD branches of Collier in order to obtain an error
estimate. The third row employs CutTools and the entire amplitude is evaluated in quadruple
precision. For the amplitudes at hand the resulting runtimes in quadruple precision are prohibitive
to be used as rescue system. The lower four rows represent evaluation based on the new Otter
method in OpenLoops2.2. In this case the error estimation is performed via a rescaling test where
all tensor integrals are recomputed with rescaled kinematics. The sixth row corresponds to a new
hybrid mode where only the tensor integrals are evaluated in quadruple precision, and everything
else in double precision. The last row shows the performance for a full quadruple precision evaluation
within OpenLoops2.2.

integrals also significantly reduces the complexity of the coefficients of the master integrals
appearing in the amplitude and thus the size of the code.

The results presented here are produced using a total of 6497 phase-space points for
the two-loop virtual contribution. In ref. [25], a fraction of the phase-space points were
distributed such that they provide a good estimate of the total cross section (assuming a jet
cut of pT,j > 30 GeV) and additional phase-space points were generated to sample the tail
of the pT,H distribution. We reuse these existing phase-space points and also compute an
additional 1007 points to populate the large invariant mass region mHj for pT,j > 300 GeV.

3 Numerical results

3.1 Setup

As an extension of the study of Higgs plus one jet production at NLO [25], we adopt the
same input parameters and numerical setup in the current calculation. To quantify the
impact of increasing the number of final state jets, we keep the input parameters consistent
between H+jet and H + 2 jets production. The counting of the number of jets in this study
is inclusive. There is no difference between inclusive and exclusive jet counting for LO
while results at NLO accuracy receive contributions from real emissions including events
classified with one addtional jet. For the Higgs and top-quark mass we use mH = 125 GeV

and mt = 173.055 GeV. The top-quark Yukawa coupling λt =
√

2mt/v is determined by
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the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the Higgs v = MW sin θW√
παQED

= 246.219GeV and the
top-quark mass. We use the five flavour scheme assuming light quarks are massless in both
inital and final states.

Throughout our calculation, the top-quark mass is renormalised using the on-shell
(or pole mass) scheme. It has been pointed out in the literature that several Higgs boson
production processes (including Higgs boson production in association with jets) are sensitive
to the scheme and scale used to renormalise quark masses [96–99]. For example, at LO, the
difference between the pole mass scheme and the MS scheme at scale mH,j/2 was found
to be around 12% for mH,j = 700 GeV and pT,j > 300 GeV. At larger pT,H the difference
between the two schemes grows and can reach ≈ 25% for pT,H = 1 TeV. In off-shell Higgs
boson production, off-shell Higgs boson decay to photons and in Higgs pair production,
the NLO corrections reduce the mass scheme uncertainty to approximately half that of the
LO [96, 99]. By analogy, we may expect that the mass scheme uncertainty, which we do not
assess, is similar in size to our NLO scale uncertainties (see below).

We employ the PDF4LHC15_nlo_30_pdfas PDF set [100] throughout and all of our
predictions are at a center of mass energy of

√
S = 13TeV. Renormalisation and factorisation

scales are chosen as

µR,F = ξR,F ·HT /2, with HT =
√
m2
H + p2

T,H +
∑
j

|pT,j| , (3.1)

where the sum includes all final state partons. Our central scale corresponds to ξR,F = (1, 1)

and we determine scale uncertainties via the standard 7-point factor-2 variations ξR,F =

(2, 2), (2, 1), (1, 2), (1, 1), (1, 1
2), (1

2 , 1), (1
2 ,

1
2)). Any reconstructed jets are clustered via the

anti-kt [101] algorithm with R = 0.4. We apply the following cuts:

H + jet : pT,j > 30 GeV, (3.2)

H + 2 jets : pT,j1 > 40 GeV and pT,j2 > 30 GeV . (3.3)

The latter asymmetric jet cuts avoid a perturbative instability in the limit pT,H → 0 GeV.

3.2 Fiducial total cross sections

Applying the computational setup in section 3.1, we document the fiducial total cross section
for H+jet and H + 2 jets produciton in table 2. For reference we present results for the
HTL, FTapprox and SM predictions. We also include the fiducial total cross section for
boosted Higgs with pT,H > 300GeV. Further fiducial cross sections with varying pT,H cuts
are listed in appendix A. The numbers for H+jet reported here agree, within the statistical
uncertainty, with the updated version of ref. [25].

Together with predictions obtained with the central scale defined in eq. (3.1) we show
the upper and lower values obtained by the envelope of 7-point scale variations. For H+jet
production without the fiducial constraint of pT,H , the top-quark mass effects lead to an
increase of 4.3% (4.6%) at LO (NLO) comparing to HTL. There is an increase of about 1%
in the total NLO cross section when comparing the FTapprox result with the full top-quark
mass dependence. The NLO/LO K-factor is consistent among HTL, FTapprox and SM at
about 1.65.
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σ[pb]
Inclusive pT,H pT,H > 300GeV

LO NLO K LO NLO K

H+jet

HTL 8.22+3.17
−2.15 13.57+2.11

−2.09 1.65 0.086+0.038
−0.024 0.160+0.033

−0.030 1.86

FTapprox 8.56+3.30
−2.24 14.06(1)+2.17

−2.16 1.64 0.046+0.020
−0.013 0.088+0.019

−0.017 1.91

SM 8.56+3.30
−2.24 14.15(7)+2.29

−2.21 1.65 0.046+0.020
−0.013 0.089(3)+0.020

−0.017 1.93

H + 2 jets

HTL 2.87+1.67
−0.99 4.33+0.59

−0.80 1.51 0.120+0.071
−0.042 0.160+0.012

−0.025 1.33

FTapprox 2.92+1.70
−1.01 4.45(1)+0.63

−0.83 1.52 0.068+0.040
−0.024 0.092+0.008

−0.015 1.35

SM 2.92+1.70
−1.01 − − 0.068+0.040

−0.024 − −

Table 2. Integrated cross sections at LO and NLO in the HTL and FTapprox approximations and with
full top-quark mass dependence (SM) for H+jet and H+2 jets production together with corresponding
K-factors. Uncertainties correspond to the envelope of 7-point scale variations. For H+jet production
we require pT,j > 30 GeV, while for H + 2 jets production we require pT,j1 > 40 GeV, pT,j2 > 30 GeV.
On the left no further phase-space restrictions are considered, while on the right we additionally
require pT,H > 300 GeV. Numerical integration errors larger than permil level are indicated
in brackets.

With the fiducial constraint of pT,H larger than 300GeV, we observe a similar amount
(2.3%) of relative increase from the FTapprox prediction to the result with full top-quark
mass effects at NLO. In contrast, the HTL prediction is 78% (81.8%) larger than the full
theory (FTapprox) result due to large logarithmic corrections from the disparity in scales
between m2

t and p2
T,H . The NLO/LO K-factor for pT,H > 300GeV is however again almost

universal among HTL, FTapprox and SM at about 1.9. To be precise, the K-factor in the
full SM is 5.3% resp. 2.6% larger compared to the HTL and FTapprox predictions.

For H+2 jets production without the fiducial constraint on pT,H , the FTapprox prediction
induces a 1.7% (2.8%) increase compared the HTL approximation at LO (NLO). Considering
the fiducial constraint of pT,H larger than 300GeV, the HTL fiducial total cross section is
about 1.76 (1.74) times the FTapprox predictions at LO (NLO). However, again in both selec-
tions NLO K-factors are universal with mass corrections in the FTapprox below the 2% level.

For the absolute cross sections the extra jet emission in H + 2 jets production decreases
the total H+jet cross section by more than a factor of 3 from 14.06 pb (H+jet) to 4.45

pb considering the FTapprox predictions at NLO in both cases. In contrast, in the boosted
Higgs boson regime, the total NLO cross sections are comparable, while the NLO K-factor
is about 46% larger in the H+jet computation compared to the H + 2 jets one. This can be
understood from the restriction to the back-to-back configuration in the H+jet computation
at LO. Multi-jet configurations recoiling against the hard Higgs only open up at NLO,
where they are effectively described at LO. In contrast in the H + 2 jets computation such
configurations already contribute at LO.

In order to quantify top-quark mass effects in various fiducial regions and to explore
the possibility to extrapolate the mass effect to higher order corrections, in the following
sections we present in-depth comparisons of differential cross sections for H+jet and H+2 jets
production.
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Figure 2. Transverse momentum distribution of the Higgs (left) and the hardest jet (right) in H+jet
production. We show LO predictions in the full SM (LOSM, magenta) and the HTL (LOHTL, green)
as well as NLO predictions in the HTL (NLOHTL, blue), the FTapprox (NLOFTapprox, red) and the
full SM (NLOSM, orange). The upper panel shows absolute predictions. The first ratio plot shows
corrections with respect to LOSM, while the second ratio plot shows NLO corrections normalised to
the respective LO prediction, i.e. NLOHTL/LOHTL, NLOSM/LOSM, and NLOFTapprox/LOSM.
Shaded bands correspond to scale variations. Error bars indicate integration uncertainties.

3.3 Fiducial differential cross sections for H+jet production

In figures 2–3 we present numerical results for H+jet production at the LHC with
√
S=13TeV.

We compare NLO corrections in the HTL with the FTapprox approximation, and with the
full SM.

In figure 2 we consider the transverse momentum distribution of the Higgs on the left
and of the jet on the right. These distributions are identical at LO, and are also highly
correlated at NLO. As is well known, for pT,X > mt (X = H, j) the HTL approximation
breaks down and predicts a very different high-energy scaling compared to the SM. However,
for NLO/LO ratios in the bottom panels of figure 2, at least at the O(10%) level, higher-
order QCD corrections in the HTL agree well with the FTapprox and the full SM. Further
improvement of agreement is observed between the FTapprox and the full SM at the O(5%)

level within numerial uncertainties. The scale variation bands in the ratio plots are obtained
by fixing the observable at the central scale choice in the denominator while taking the
envelope of scale choices in the numerator by the 7-point factor-2 variations. We observe
consistent agreement for the size of scale variations also for the ratio plots. In pT,H the
corrections are at the level of 90–110%, while in pT,j they are at the level of 60–80%, for the
entire considered range, i.e shape corrections are mild. Examining the corrections in more
detail an overall increase of the corrections of ≈ 5–10% can be appreciated for the full SM
compared to the HTL, with a mild relative increase at large transverse momenta slightly
larger for pT,j than for pT,H. Corrections in the FTapprox and the HTL agree exactly up to
pT,H/pT,j ∼ mt. Beyond that, corrections in the FTapprox are a few percent larger compared
to the HTL, with again a very slight increase at large transverse momenta. The remaining
scale uncertainties at NLO are at the 20–25% level throughout.
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Figure 3. Invariant mass distribution of the Higgs and the jet for inclusive H+jet production (left)
and with pT,H > 300 GeV (right). Colour coding and labelling as in figure 2.

In figure 3 we turn to a different kinematic regime in H+jet production by considering
invariant mass distributions in the Higgs-jet system on the left for inclusive H+jet production
and on the right considering pT,H > 300 GeV. For the inclusive mHj distribution the HTL
NLO result increases mildly by 10–20% in the tail of the distribution compared to the
FTapprox and the full SM. However, the NLO K-factor is universal in all three predictions
decreasing from about 1.7 at small mHj to about 1.5 at large mHj with similar relative size
of scale variation. Finally, in the exclusive pT,H > 300 GeV phase-space absolute predictions
in the HTL and FTapprox diverge for increasing mHj . However, also here the relative NLO
corrections are found to be largely identical for the HTL, FTapprox and full top-quark mass
results. This holds at large mHj as well as at small mHj , which for mHj < 600GeV is
kinematically inaccessible at LO due to the pT,H > 300 GeV requirement.

From the detailed comparison of pT,H, pT,j and mHj distributions of H+jet production,
we observe excellent agreement of differential NLO/LO K-factors (for the central scale and
scale variations) among theory predictions using HTL, FTapprox and the exact top-quark
mass dependence. This observation validates the multiplicative reweighting procedure
introduced in [49] at histogram level and further strengthens the reweighed predictions for
H+jet production at NNLO accuracy [15].

3.4 Fiducial differential cross sections for H + 2 jets production

In figures 4–7 we turn to the numerical results for H + 2 jets production. We compare NLO
corrections in the HTL with the FTapprox approximation, focussing on multi-jet observables
and jet correlations with and without boosted Higgs kinematics (i.e. inclusive and with
an additional pT,H > 300 GeV requirement). As discussed in the introduction these are
phenomenologically highly relevant for the modelling of H + 2 jets backgrounds in analyses
for VBF Higgs production.
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Figure 4. Transverse momentum distribution of the Higgs (left) and the hardest jet (right) in
H + 2 jets production. Colour coding and labelling as in figure 2.

In figure 4 we consider the transverse momentum of the Higgs (left) and of the hardest
jet (right). These plots can directly be compared with the corresponding ones for H+jet
production in figure 2. Again we observe very large deviations of the nominal predictions
at large transverse momenta. At the same time also the QCD corrections are sizeable:
around 60–70% at small pT and around 30% for pT,H/pT,j = 1TeV. However the relative
NLO corrections normalised to the respective LO show a universal behaviour, i.e. they are
identical in the HTL and the FTapprox.

A similar picture as for the transverse momentum distributions emerges when looking
at the distribution in the invariant mass of the Higgs and the hardest jet, as depicted
in figure 5. Both, for the inclusive selection (as shown on the left), and for the boosted
Higgs selection with an additional pT,H > 300 GeV requirement, the QCD corrections in
the FTapprox identically track the corresponding corrections in the HTL, while the nominal
predictions substantially diverge.

Next, in figure 6 we turn to the phenomenologically important dijet invariant mass
distribution. Again we consider an inclusive selection (left) and a boosted selection requiring
pT,H > 300 GeV. In the inclusive phase-space the NLO corrections are about 50% in the
FTapprox with hardly any variations over the considered mj1j2 range. Corrections in the
HTL are identical to the FTapprox at small mj1j2 and slightly reduce to about 40% in the
multi TeV range, i.e. up to 10% smaller than in the FTapprox. With the boosted selection,
corrections in both the FTapprox and the HTL are at the level of 30–40% and marginally
reduce in the tail of the mj1j2 distribution.

Finally in figure 7 we plot the rapidity difference between the two jets in H + 2 jets
production, again with an inclusive selection on the left and a boosted selection on the
right. In the inclusive case there is hardly any variation in the NLO corrections over the
considered rapidity range with a K-factor at the 1.5 level. For the boosted selection, the
K-factor decreases slightly from about 1.35 to 1.25 from small to high rapidity differences.
For both selections and over the entire rapidity range corrections in the FTapprox and the
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Figure 5. Invariant mass distribution of the Higgs and the hardest jet system in H+2 jets production.
Colour coding and labelling as in figure 2.
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Figure 6. Invariant mass distribution of the di-jet system in H + 2 jets production. Colour coding
and labelling as in figure 2.

HTL agree at the percent level. We observed very similar findings also in other angular
correlation observables including e.g. the rapidity difference between the Higgs and the
hardest jet.

Overall in all considered observables we find a remarkable agreement of the relative
corrections computed in the HTL and the FTapprox — despite up to several order of
magnitude variations in nominal predictions. This clearly points towards a factorisation of
QCD higher-order corrections from the heavy fermion loop mediating the coupling of the
Higgs boson.
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Figure 7. Rapidity difference between the two hardest jets in H + 2 jets production. Colour coding
and labelling as in figure 2.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented precise differential predictions for H+jet and H + 2 jets
production at the LHC at NLO including top-quark mass effects. For the former process
our prediction incorporates the exact top-quark mass dependence. Instead, in our study
of H + 2 jets production, the two-loop virtual matrix elements are computed in the HTL
approximation (infinite top-quark mass) and reweighed by the full LO result, while the
exact top-quark mass dependence is retained in the Born and real radiation contributions.
Our results are produced using the NNLOJET event generator with one-loop amplitudes
provided by OpenLoops2.2 (to be released soon) which implements a novel tensor reduction
method based on the on-the-fly reduction algorithm of OpenLoops. The two-loop virtual
matrix elements including top-quark mass effects contributing to H+jet production are
evaluated using SecDec-3.

We find that the inclusion of the exact top-quark mass dependence in the two-loop
virtual matrix elements enhances the cross section for H+jet production at NLO by about
0.6% with respect to the FTapprox prediction, and by about 4.3% with respect to the HTL
prediction. However, the NLO/LO K-factor is found to be universal amongst the three
predictions at about 1.7. Noteworthy, this universality is broadly also found examining the
corrections to the pT,H and pT,j distributions. Although above the top-quark threshold the
HTL approximation becomes formally invalid, relative NLO corrections agree at the 10%
(5%) level between HTL (FTapprox) respectively and the full theory.

Regarding the H+2 jets production process we have produced distributions for the pT of
the Higgs boson and leading jet as well as invariant mass distributions for the Higgs + leading
jet system and the leading dijet system. In particular the latter is crucial for gluon-fusion
Higgs production backgrounds in VBF Higgs production analyses. At the inclusive level the
FTapprox cross section is 2.8% larger than the HTL prediction. Differentially, we observe
that the approximate inclusion of the top-quark mass has the largest, though still rather
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mild, impact on the pT distributions above the top-quark threshold. Relative higher-order
corrections in the HTL and the FTapprox always agree at below the 10% level.

Overall, the top-quark mass effects at NLO are observed to be rather mild. In particular
they are expected to be at the same level or even smaller than the current uncertainties due
to the scheme dependence of the top-quark mass.

The computations presented are relevant for analyses of Higgs production at large
transverse momentum and also for Higgs plus multi-jet backgrounds in Higgs production
via vector boson fusion. Through detailed comparisons, this study proves the reliability
of higher-order corrections computed in the HTL rescaled with lower-order predictions
with explicit mass dependence. The multiplicative reweighting procedures are of similar
theoretical uncertainties, within 10%, for both event-by-event and bin-by-bin rescaling. This
paves the way towards computations of pp→ H + j including approximate mass effects at
NNLO and higher QCD accuracy.
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A Inclusive cross sections

In table 3 and table 4 we list as reference integrated cross sections σ(pT,H > pcut
T,H) in

function of pcut
T,H for pp→ H + j and pp→ H + jj respectively. Shown are cross sections

at LO and NLO and related K-factors considering the HTL and FTapprox approximations,
and for pp→ H + j also the results with exact top-mass dependence. The setup is given in
section 3.1.

pcut
T,H LOHTL NLOHTL KNLO

HTL LOSM NLOFTapprox KNLO
FTapprox

NLOSM KNLO
SM

50 4453+1755
−1181 8482+1755

−1522 1.90 4566+1800
−1212 8682+1793

−1557 1.90 8732+1858
−1585 1.91

100 1430+585
−389 2732+578

−502 1.91 1391+570
−379 2645+557

−485 1.90 2669+575
−494 1.92

150 593+249
−164 1121+235

−207 1.89 528+222
−146 989+205

−182 1.87 996+216
−186 1.89

200 284+121
−79.6 533+111

−98.9 1.88 219+94.2
−61.7 411+85.9

−76.5 1.88 417+90.0
−78.4 1.90

250 151+65.2
−42.6 281+58.2

−52.2 1.87 97.4+42.5
−27.7 184+39.3

−34.8 1.89 189+41.2
−36.1 1.94

300 85.9+37.6
−24.5 160+32.9

−29.7 1.86 45.9+20.3
−13.2 87.8+19.2

−16.9 1.91 90.1+19.7
−17.4 1.96

350 51.8+22.9
−14.8 95.9+19.7

−17.9 1.85 22.9+10.2
−6.62 44.0+9.71

−8.53 1.92 45.1+10.2
−8.85 1.97

400 32.5+14.5
−9.38 60.1+12.3

−11.2 1.85 12.0+5.39
−3.48 23.0+5.10

−4.49 1.92 23.6+5.38
−4.66 1.98

450 21.2+9.49
−6.14 39.1+8.00

−7.33 1.84 6.52+2.96
−1.91 12.6+2.80

−2.46 1.93 12.9+2.97
−2.56 1.98

500 14.2+6.39
−4.13 26.2+5.36

−4.92 1.84 3.67+1.68
−1.08 7.09+1.59

−1.40 1.93 7.25+1.69
−1.45 1.97

550 9.71+4.40
−2.84 17.9+3.66

−3.37 1.84 2.14+0.98
−0.63 4.11+0.92

−0.81 1.92 4.18+0.96
−0.83 1.96

600 6.79+3.09
−1.99 12.5+2.56

−2.36 1.84 1.28+0.59
−0.38 2.47+0.56

−0.49 1.93 2.50+0.59
−0.51 1.96

650 4.82+2.21
−1.42 8.88+1.83

−1.69 1.84 0.78+0.36
−0.23 1.50+0.34

−0.30 1.92 1.53+0.36
−0.31 1.96

700 3.48+1.60
−1.03 6.42+1.33

−1.22 1.85 0.49+0.23
−0.15 0.94+0.21

−0.19 1.92 0.96+0.23
−0.19 1.96

750 2.54+1.17
−0.75 4.68+0.97

−0.89 1.84 0.31+0.15
−0.09 0.60+0.14

−0.12 1.94 0.62+0.14
−0.13 1.97

800 1.87+0.87
−0.56 3.45+0.71

−0.66 1.84 0.20+0.1
−0.06 0.39+0.09

−0.08 1.92 0.39+0.09
−0.08 1.94

Table 3. Integrated cross sections in fb depending on pcut
T,H at LO and NLO in the HTL, FTapprox,

and with full top-quark mass dependence (SM) for H+jet production at the LHC with
√
S = 13TeV

together with corresponding K-factors. Uncertainties correspond to the envelope of 7-point scale
variations. We require pT,j > 30 GeV.
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pcut
T,H LOHTL NLOHTL KNLO

HTL LOSM NLOFTapprox KNLO
FTapprox

50 2365+1377
−813 3511+446

−631 1.48 2387+1391
−821 3574+477

−651 1.50

100 1355+790
−466 2025+267

−368 1.50 1317+769
−454 1991+276

−368 1.51

150 671+392
−232 969+110

−169 1.44 601+353
−208 881+107

−157 1.47

200 355+208
−123 497+47.9

−83.4 1.40 281+166
−97.5 399+42.1

−68.7 1.42

250 201+118
−69.6 274+22.7

−44.4 1.36 136+80.2
−47.2 188+17.8

−31.6 1.39

300 120+70.5
−41.6 160+11.8

−25.3 1.34 68.1+40.3
−23.7 92.4+7.73

−15.2 1.36

350 74.8+44.0
−26.0 98.5+6.53

−15.2 1.32 35.5+21.1
−12.4 47.7+3.70

−7.73 1.34

400 48.4+28.5
−16.8 62.9+3.82

−9.56 1.30 19.2+11.4
−6.71 25.4+1.82

−4.05 1.33

450 32.2+19.0
−11.2 41.5+2.36

−6.23 1.29 10.7+6.38
−3.75 14.1+0.96

−2.23 1.32

500 21.9+12.9
−7.62 28.0+1.51

−4.18 1.28 6.16+3.68
−2.16 8.06+0.52

−1.27 1.31

550 15.2+8.99
−5.30 19.4+1.01

−2.87 1.27 3.64+2.18
−1.28 4.74+0.30

−0.74 1.30

600 10.8+6.37
−3.75 13.7+0.69

−2.02 1.27 2.20+1.32
−0.77 2.85+0.18

−0.44 1.29

650 7.72+4.57
−2.70 9.79+0.49

−1.44 1.27 1.36+0.82
−0.48 1.76+0.11

−0.27 1.29

700 5.61+3.33
−1.96 7.10+0.35

−1.05 1.27 0.85+0.51
−0.30 1.10+0.07

−0.17 1.29

750 4.12+2.45
−1.44 5.22+0.25

−0.77 1.26 0.55+0.33
−0.19 0.70+0.04

−0.11 1.29

800 3.06+1.82
−1.07 3.88+0.19

−0.57 1.27 0.36+0.22
−0.13 0.46+0.03

−0.07 1.28

Table 4. Integrated cross sections in fb depending on pcut
T,H at LO and NLO in the HTL and FTapprox

for H + 2 jets production at the LHC with
√
S = 13TeV together with corresponding K-factors.

Uncertainties correspond to the envelope of 7-point scale variations. We require pT,j1 > 40 GeV,

pT,j2 > 30 GeV.
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